Abstract: Today, Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming part of a diverse organization, from academic to large enterprises. Also, we use IoT in our daily lives like home appliances, security monitoring such as baby, smoke detectors, health product measure exercise, traffi c systems, industrial uses, etc. Biometric is an important segment of IoT, because it proves user's identity. Biometric security plays the main role in IoT. This paper presents how biometric system secures the Internet of Things and architecture proposal based on one system that connects biometric system and components of Internet of Things.
INTRODUCTION
If we follow possibilities for the future of technology and society, we encounter Internet of things concept. It has tendency that everything can be controlled through the Internet. Many devices are connected over the RFID, NFC, Bluetooth etc. [3] . When using biometric system in the identifi cation mode, biometric data collected by acquisition sensors is compared with templates stored in the biometric database.
Modern information systems need more security in their systems without PIN code. Th e main goal of this paper is how biometric system secures the Internet of Th ings. Jain [5] presented two types of attacks: Intrinsic limitations and Adversary attacks. Intrinsic limitations contain False non-match (two samples from the same individual have low similarity and the system cannot correctly match them) and False match (two samples from diff erent individuals have high similarity and the system incorrectly declares them as a match). Adversary attacks refer to the Insider attacks (Collusion, coercion...), Attacks on sensor (Spoof attacks), Attacks on feature extractor and matcher (Trojan horse attacks), Attacks on Interconnections between modules (Man-in-the-middle and replay attacks) and Attacks on database (Template leakage). Old user authentication approaches are inadequate in the IoT era. New patterns are needed because the granting of physical access. ZK Research [11] predicts that by 2020, the IoT will consist of 50 billion endpoints. Gartner [13] says that the IoT will drive device and user relationship requirements in 20% of new identity and access management (IAM), with new biometrics to emerge as a key role.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Th e most widely way to authenticate users are by using the unique code (which we have chosen by ourselves) or PIN codes. Both methods carry some risk of forgetting, theft, hacking etc. Th e fact is that traditional passwords are not enough.
Biometrics provides a new method to secure physical and logical access (unimodal or multimodal sys-tem). Th e biggest diff erence between the biometric and other authentication methods is that biometrics truly verifi es an individual's identity. Each biometric characteristic is unique and individual [12] . More companies accept biometrics.
At the same time, it develops the Internet of Th ings (IoT). It represents the concept of smart automation and smart monitoring through the Internet as communication [4] . Biometric identifi cation off ers simplicity and other benefi ts to users who want a safe and secure way to confi rm the identity. Recently, there has been an increase in the application's development which are biometric data integrated in various industries (automotive, banking, healthcare, etc.).
Leading research is related to the fact that the Internet of things will launch devices where biometrics plays the main role. It will be necessary because each device requires identity to interact with a user. Security and privacy are the key issues for the IoT applications.
BIOMETRIC SYSTEM
Biometric systems are technical systems that use biometric characteristic of people. Th ese systems can operate in multiple modes. Th e most interesting modes are biometric data entry, identifi cation mode and verifi cation mode. Biometric data entry mode involves the entry of a new entity (Enrollment) in database through the acquisition. Th is process occurs if the entity does not exist in the database. Verification (or authentication) mode system performs a one-to-one comparison of captured biometric with a specifi c template stored in biometric database in order to verify the individual is the person they claim to be. Th e following fi gure represents the diff erence between identifi cation and verifi cation.
Biometrics is automated method of recognizing a person based on physiological or behavioral characteristic [1] . Physiological characteristics are fi ngerprint, palm veins, iris recognition, retina, face recognition, DNA, etc. Behavioral characteristics include voice recognition, signature recognition, keystroke dynamics.
Biometric security is mainly implemented in environments with critical physical security requirements or that are highly prone to identity theft. Biometric security-based systems or engines store human body characteristics that do not change over an individual's lifetime. Th ese include fi ngerprints, eye texture, voice, hand patterns and facial recognition.
While comparing various available biometric methods, it is important to have valid criteria. Expert in biometrics [7] developed seven criteria:
• Uniqueness -the proportion of people that have the characteristics necessary for authentication; • Universality -any two people should not have the same biometric features; • Permanence -should not change with time (iris…); • Collectability -characteristics can be easily measured and quantifi ed; • Performance -the accuracy and speed of biometric methods; • Acceptability -the extent to which users are Figure 1 . Biometric system -difference between identifi cation and verifi cation ready to allow the system to collect their biometric characteristics;
• Circumvention -how easy it is to fool the system using fraudulent method.
INTERNET OF THINGS
Internet of Th ings (IoT) is interdependent system of mechanical and digital machines, devices, people with unique biometric characteristics and usability of transfer data across a network. Th e IoT allows for remote management and exchange of data with diff erent objects which make decisions themselves. Th e IoT architecture contains six layers (Figure 2) . Th e fi rst and the second layer include sensor nodes to process information. Th ey communicate with the third layer which provides translation between application and devices (layer 4 and layer 5). Th e latest layer is Cloud which represents the Internet-based services. Weber [10] elaborated attacks in data authentication of the Internet of Th ings. He mentioned sufficient framework with specifi c technology in account to supplemented specifi c needs by private sector. Th e system must contain corresponding measures and rules in the IoT mechanisms.
Suo [8] explained cryptographic algorithms which are encryption mechanism and provide communication security.
BIOMETRIC SYSTEM TO SECURE THE INTERNET OF THINGS -ARCHITECTURE PROPOSAL
It is very important to secure company's data which uses the Internet of Th ings. One of the ways is to plan and design a biometric system. Figure 3 shows how to biometric system secures the Internet of Th ings. In the fi rst step, there is one biometric system with any biometric authenticator which performs feature extraction and feature matching. When a person is recognized, data is collected by mobile and static sink nodes. Both of them send the data to computational devices (low-end or high-end). Last step is cloud or the Internet of things which has data where it will be stored, shared or processed. Various extensions of this architecture are possible such as the use of more sensor nodes, or special biometric characteristic for exchanging authentication and authorization data between parties.
Valera [9] designed architecture to off er great potential and fl exibility of communications, monitoring and control. He used 6LoWPAN and RFID/ NFC to secure SIM card to authenticate, encrypt and sign the communications with medical devices.
Karimian [6] mentioned reasons of security. Also, he said that incorporation of biometrics to the Internet of Th ings presents the cost care. His paper introduced ECG biometrics which are highly, more secure and easy to implement.
One biometric tokenization platform should be mentioned, namely the HYPR. It is a solution for safety and integrity user biometric data over mobile, desktop and the Internet of Th ings.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, various important aspects of biometric system functionality are revised. It processed information on the special consideration process and ways of how to apply the said. It processed special consideration about biometric security in the Internet of Th ings. Biometric sensors on devices are changing user authenticate procedure to services they use every day. Paper described how biometric system can play the main role in the Internet of Th ings.
Th e IoT community is growing fast and an authentication needs to be more practical. Having traditional passwords on devices can be stolen. It is clear that a better solution is biometric security. Suggested system in this paper presents an easy way to secure authentication, possible variation for customers. Th is process is established on biometric feature matching and sink nodes in the IoT which provides stable security system. Future research of this topic is detailed analysis biometric open source system integration with the IoT solutions. Potential disadvantage is challenges such as bugs in open source system. Also, it is worth mentioning about possible attacks on the system. It is an important problem, and should be considered. Th e IoT products represent a possibility for enormous prosperity.
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